
Smooth
Uncoated
or Opaque
Offset

50 lb.   .0039  512
60 lb.   .0047  424
70 lb.   .0053  376
80 lb.   .0059  338
100 lb.   .0073  274

#2 Gloss 
Coated 

60 lb.   .0028  714
70 lb.   .0032  624
80 lb.   .0037  540
100 lb.   .0047  424

#2 Dull 
Coated 

70 lb.   .0035  572
80 lb.   .0040  500
100 lb.   .0050  400

#2 Matte 
Coated

70 lb.   .0042  476
80 lb.   .0048  416
100 lb.   .0062  322

PAPER TIPS - Pages Per Inch

athenspaper.com

Pages per inch (PPI) is a term which relates to the 
thickness of a sheet of paper is and the  number of 
sheets which equal one inch. 

Each sheet of paper equals 2 pages. The first 
page is the front side of a sheet, and the second 
page is the back side. To calculate the number of 
pages in an inch (PPI), you must double the number 
of sheets in an inch. 

Papers vary in thickness. To determine the PPI 
of a specific sheet of paper you must know the 
average caliper (thickness) of the sheet. Several 
variables impact caliper. For example, different 
basis weights vary in thickness, and heavier weights 
are typically thicker than lighter weights. 

The finish on a sheet also impacts thickness. 
The smoother the surface, the thinner a sheet will 
be, while rougher or “toothier” finishes usually mean 
thicker papers. Coated papers are thinner than 
uncoated sheets at the same basis weights, and 
silk, dull or matte coated sheets tend to be thicker 
than the same weight of a gloss coated. Higher 
quality coated papers generally have more coating 
and are calendared for a smoother finish, and also 
tend to be thinner than lower quality grades.

Dividing 1.0 (representing 1inch of paper) by 
the caliper of a specific sheet, measured in 
thousands of an inch, you can calculate the 
number of sheets in an inch. For example, 50 lb. 
offset has an average caliper of .0039. 

1.0 ÷ .0039 = 256 Sheets Per Inch
256 X 2 = 512 Pages Per Inch (PPI)

The chart lists commonly used grades, along with 
the target caliper by basis weight and the PPI. 

PLEASE NOTE: Papers vary in thickness by 
manufacturer and surface treatment, and paper 
manufacturing also allows for tolerances over or 
under these estimates. For more precise results, 
always measure the exact sheet to be used.

 TARGET 
CALIPER    PPI
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